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Abstract  
In the signal processing the signals are slowly corrupted by noise. It will affect the quality of signal. It is reconstructed using the 
smoothing filters. The first order recursive smoothing is used to extract the signal and it bypasses longer convolution method and it is 
generally used as unbiased estimators of mean of random process, as enhancement algorithm it requires an estimation of noise power 
spectral density. If the noise is varying slowly power spectral density can be obtained by Pause of the speech signal. In this paper we are 
going to estimate its efficiency of the signal considered in memory consumption and high practical relevance they are used to monitor 
the first order moment of the non stationary random process. it is an infinite impulse response for a long filter kernel. In speech, the 
noise signal can be estimated in the mean smooth time series and Gaussian smooth time series and median filter to remove the spike 
noise and their comparison has been shown. 
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INTRODUCTION 
In the speech signal processing it is very important to extract 
information from speech in a very efficient manner. It 
understands about the phenomenon of speech signal and 
physiological mechanism. It defines set of algorithm to match 
data. The term estimator is used to design the function extract 
information from noisy data. The field of speech processing is 
rapidly growing in both performance and applications. The first 
order adaptive smoothing does not alter the properties of input 
and second order scales invariant.[1]. The minimum data noise 
strength spectral density (PSD’S)estimation technique is 
primarily based on tracking minima of quick time period, energy 
spectral density (PSD’S)estimate in occurrence associate band. 
Considering that the fast term minimal electricity is continually 
less significant than (or in insignificant gear identical by) they 
imply power, the minimal noise strength estimate is a biased 
estimate of they imply electricity. For an accurate noise power 
estimate this bias ought to be compensated [2]. Based on 
modeling speech and noise shadowy additives as statistically 
impartial Gaussian random variables. We examine the overall 
performance of the proposed short time spectral amplitude 
estimator and evaluate it with a short time spectral amplitude 
estimator derived from the wiener estimator. We also observe 
the minimum mean square error short time spectral amplitude 
estimator below the uncertainty of the signal existence inside the 
noisy interpretation. In building the improved signal, the 
minimum mean square error short time spectral amplitude 
estimator is mixed by means of the complicated exponential of 
the noisy period. It is proven here that the second is the 
minimum mean square error estimator of the complex 
exponential of the innovative section, which does not have an 
effect on the short time spectral amplitude estimation. [3] 
 
To Analyze Real Time and the Non linear filter problems sum of 
filters extended the systematic method of Gaussian filters and 
combined Gaussian filters primarily based on the green 
numerical integration of the Bayesian formula for the premier 
recursive clear out. Based totally on our formula we expand the 2 
clear out algorithms, particularly, the gauss–hermit filter (GHF) 
and the valuable difference filter (vdf) [4]. 

A Gaussian clear out is the approximation of the Bayesian 
inference with the Gaussian subsequent opportunity stupidity 
hypothesis being applicable. There exist versions of Gaussian 
filters inside the prose that consequent themselves commencing 
particularly extraordinary set. From the statistical combination 
perspective, numerous version of Gaussian filters are handiest 
typical from each one other in their particular treatments of 
resembling more than single statistical combination. [5] The 
currently evolved sigma-factor approximations in addition to the 
multi dimensional gauss–hermit into square and cubic estimate 
are able to implement to conventional non-stop-discrete 
Gaussian filtering. We then develop sorts of novel Gaussian 
estimate base totally smoothers for continuous-discrete fashions 
along with practice numerical strategies to the smoothers. [6]. 
Median filtering is a few of the maximum utilized equipment for 
smoothing real-valued data, as it's far sturdy, facet-keeping, 
value preserving, and yet can be computed efficaciously. For facts 
dwelling on the unit circle, together with phase statistics or 
orientation facts, a filter out at similar residences is ideal. [7] 
 
EXPONENTIALLY SMOOTHING 

The exponentially smoothing is determined by  xt=α +𝜀  t. Where 

the noise samples { 𝜀  t} have an average value of Zero .Let we 
start with nine successive observation of the process. 
 

Table 2.1. Data 

 𝒙𝟏 23 

 𝒙𝟐 15 

 𝒙𝟑 25 

 𝒙𝟒 29 

 𝒙𝟓 31 

 𝒙𝟔 33 

 𝒙𝟕 24 

 𝒙𝟖 41 

 𝒙𝟗 37 
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The reasonable estimate of coefficient is the average at         

 𝑎
^

9 = 28 ⋅ 6 And further 𝑥
^

9+𝑟 = 28.6 is an estimate and  
defined as  
 
Mt = Xt + Xt-i + . . . + Xi-N+I                                                     (2.1) 
                           N            
 
Where N is the most recent observation and estimate of 
coefficient of the model. If the process carried on each successive 
observation, the definition of smoothing function is shown in the 
below equation (2.1) 
          
 St(x) = αxt + (1-α) St-1(x)                                       (2.2) 
 
MEAN ESTIMATION 
An estimator is the rule to calculate the observed signal and to 
distinguish with noise. Here statistics moving average is 
computation to examine the statistics point by creating a series 
of average at the unlike subsets of full statistics set. A moving 
average is generally used with time series data to level out quick-
term fluctuations and spotlight longer period trends or cycle. The 
threshold among quick-time period and long-term depends on 
the software, and the parameters of the transferring regular may 
be position for that reason. For instance, its miles frequently 
used in nominal evaluation of monetary facts, like collection fees, 
proceeds or trade volume. It is also utilized in financial side to 
observe the coarse home invention, service, or different 
economic connected time series. Accurately, a transferring 
common is a sort of complication and so it is able to be 
considered for example,      
 
A low-pass filters out used in signal processing. Whilst used with 
non-time collection information, a shifting common filters 
privileged occurrence mechanism without any precise 
correlation to instant, though normally a small number of kind of 
order is disguised. Considered simplistically, it is able to be 
seemed as smoothing the information. 

𝑌𝑡 =  2𝐾 + 1 −1  (xi
𝑡+𝑘

𝑖=𝑡−𝑘
 )                                               (3.1) 

 

+𝑥𝑖−1+𝑥𝑖−2+𝑥𝑖−3)                                                                             (3.2) 
                4 
 
𝑦𝑡= 𝑦 𝑡 +𝜀t                                                                                         (3.3)                               
 
𝑡= 𝑓𝑡+𝑓                                                                                               (3.4) 
 
Where,𝑓𝑡=𝑦𝑡2,                                                                                 (3.5) 
 
 𝑓 = 𝑓𝑡𝑝,      t = 1,2,..., p                                                                   (3.6) 
 
In equation 3.1 defines the value of data point in average the 
distance of pre data point and   forward the data point K 
represents the smoothen signal from its original signal, edge 
effect is defined as starting of signal and ending of is not 
smoothen and differences is shown in fig(1.1). In equation 3.2, it 
defines the value of time, average smoothing for given data. Let 
y1, y2. . . yp  be a deposit of time series information,  and p the 
time series duration. The method entail splitting 𝑦𝑡 into different 
semi equivalent to each t, the division is denoted as 𝑓𝑡.  
 
The 𝑓𝑡s are then summed and averaged. The average is then re 
distribute to every ft to obtain 𝑦𝑡 expected as shown in the 
equation (3-3)-(3-6).  
 

 
Figure 3.1.  (The original signal is smoothen) 

 

 
Figure 3.2.  Plot between MEAN SMOOTHING Noise 

and Original Signal with window size N=41 

 

 
Figure  3.3. Plot between MEAN SMOOTHING Noise and 

Original Signal with window size N=41 With enlarge view 
 

 
 Figure 3.4.  Sample data for noise and signal after mean 

Smoothing 
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Figure 3.5. Sample data for noise and signal after mean 

Smoothing data with linspace (1, p, n) 
 
k = 20; % filter window is actually k*2+1 
for i=k+1:n-k-1 
filtsig(i) = mean(signal(i-k:i+k)); 
end 
windowsize = 1000*(k*2+1) / srate; 
 
THE GAUSSIAN SMOOTH TIME SERIES 
Smoothing is a system via which information points are averaged 
with their pals in a chain, which include a time series, or image. 
This (commonly) has the impact of blurring the sharp edges 
within the smoothed information. Smoothing is occasionally 
referred to as filtering, because smoothing has the impact of 
suppressing excessive frequency signal and enhancing the low 
frequency signal. There are many unique strategies of smoothing, 
however here we discuss smoothing with a Gaussian kernel. In 
the popular statistical way, we've got described the width of the 
Gaussian shape in phrases of σ. But, when the Gaussian is used 
for smoothing, its miles commonplace for imagers to describe the 
width of the Gaussian with any other associated measure, the 
Full width at half of maximum (FWHM).  
 

𝑃 x =
1

𝜎 2𝜋
⋅ ⅇ−

1

𝛼
 
𝑥−𝜇

𝜎
 

2

             (4.1) 

  𝜎 = 𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑎𝑟𝑑 𝑑𝑒𝑣𝑖𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 

  𝜇 = 𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛 
 
In two dimensions, it is the product of two such Gaussians 

g(x, y)= 
1

2𝜋𝜎 2 ⅇ
−
𝑥2+𝑦2

2𝜎2                  (4.2) 

 
The convolution can be obtained by 

𝑥
^
 𝑡 = 𝑥 𝑡 ∗ 𝑔 𝑥 𝑡                  (4.3) 

 
Using convolution integral the above equation can be written as 

𝑥
^
 𝑡 =  x τ g x t − τ  dτ

∞

−∞
                                          (4.4) 

 
By using Fourier transform, we can obtain 

𝐺 𝑓 = ⅇ−2𝜋𝑓2𝜎2                                                                  (4.5) 
 

In equation (5) 𝑓 represents frequency Gaussian smoothing filter 
behaves like the low pass filter. 
For i=k+1:n-k-1 
filtsig G(i) = sum( signal(i-k:i+k).*gauswin ); 
End 
 

 
Figure 4.1. Guassian kernel with FWHM 26ms 

 

 
Figure 4.2. Gaussian smoothing filter 

 
Figure 4.3. Gaussian smoothing filter in larger view 

 

 
Figure 4.4. Guausian smoothing in 3-D view 
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Figure 4.5. Spikes and spike probability 

 

 
Figure 4.6. The data Points to ensemble Gaussian Smoothing 

 
THE MEDIAN FILTER 
Median filter is non linear filter. It is used to remove noise from 
signal an expansion algorithm is used for finding the kth 
minimum quantity in a record, such a quantity is known as the kth 
array value. This consists of the instances of locating the minimal, 
highest, and center rudiments. Here are on-time (worst crate 
linear occasion) assortment algorithms, and sub linear overall 
presentation is viable for ordered records; in the excessive, o(1) 
for an range of taken care of information. Assortment is a sub 
crisis of extra complex troubles just like the nearby neighbor and 
express route troubles. Numerous choice algorithms are 
resultant by way of generalize a arrangement algorithm, and 
equally a few arrangement algorithms can be derived as frequent 
relevance of choice. The recursive median filter is an alteration of 
the preferred filter wherein the value of the center pattern of the 
window is replaced by the computed median value earlier than 
the window is shifted to the followed position. In different words, 
the filtered sequence of width 2N+1 is 
 
y(a)=median[y(a—N),.,y(a—l),x(a),x(a+1),.,x(a+N)]              (5.1) 
  

 
Figure 5.1. Median filter of data 

 
Figure 5.2. Analysis of signal with median smoothening 

 

 
                      Figure 5.3. Sample of 50 data to estimated median 

point 
 

THE CONCLUSION 
The estimation of time series based on Mean Smoothing, 
Guassian Smoothing and Median Smoothing has been analysed 
with appropriate results the Noise estimation to be clearly 
shown in all three effect in mean the edge detection problem is 
solved by Guassian smoothing and where the probability of the 
data points can be solved using Median Smoothing. In future it 
explains about the Noise estimation can be cleared visualized by 
these three smoothing methods in signal and further it can be 
implemented to determine the noise at any sort of signal. 
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